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Abstract—The backscatter and active RF radios can com-
plement each other and bring potential performance gain. In
this paper, we envision a dual-mode radio structure that allows
each device to make smart decisions on mode switch between
backscatter communications (i.e., the passive mode) or RF com-
munications (i.e., the active mode), according to the channel
and energy conditions. The flexibility in mode switching also
makes it more complicated for transmission control and network
optimization. To exploit the radio diversity gain, we consider a
wireless powered device-to-device network of hybrid radios and
propose a sum throughput maximization by jointly optimizing
energy beamforming and transmission scheduling in two radio
modes. We further exploit the user cooperation gain by allowing
the passive radios to relay for the active radios. As such, the sum
throughput maximization is reformulated into a non-convex. We
first present a sub-optimal algorithm based on successive convex
approximation, which optimizes the relays’ reflection coefficients
by iteratively solving semi-definite programs. We also devise a set
of heuristic algorithms with reduced computational complexity,
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which are shown to significantly improve the sum throughput
and amenable for practical implementation.

Index Terms—Hybrid radio, wireless backscatter, wireless
power transfer, beamforming, relay communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, wireless backscatter has been proposed to
enable direct communications between user devices by

leveraging the ambient RF signals in the environment [1]. The
backscatter radios transmit information in the passive mode
by reflecting and modulating bit stream on the incident RF
signals, whereas the conventional radios operate in the active
mode relying on self-generated carrier signals. The information
modulation of passive radios is performed by adapting the
load impedance and correspondingly changing the antennas’
reflection coefficients. Without using power-consuming com-
ponents, e.g., analog/digital converter, crystal oscillator, and
power amplifier, the passive radios consume orders of magni-
tude less power than the active radios, making it possible for
RF-based wireless power transfer to sustain low-power wire-
less backscatter communications for billions of user devices
constituting the Internet of Things (IoT) [2].

A. Motivation

The passive radios rely on the RF signals emitted from the
active RF communications. The operation of passive radios
may also affect the channel conditions and thus the transmis-
sion performance of the active radios. Such dependence can
be exploited to improve the overall performance of a hybrid
radio network consisting of both the passive and active radios.
On the other hand, the integration of two radio modes also
complicates the performance maximization of the hybrid radio
network. The passive radios use the RF signals to instantly
reflect back the information bits, while the active radios can
harvest, store, and use the RF energy for RF communications.
Such difference requires a joint system design to maximize
the sum throughput performance.

In this paper, we consider a device-to-device (D2D) network
consisting of multiple hybrid radios, RF-powered by a multi-
antenna power beacon station (PBS). Each D2D user equip-
ment (DUE) has a dual-mode transceiver structure that can
switch between two radio modes by controlling the load
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impedance. Our objective is to maximize the sum through-
put by allowing each user to optimize its radio mode and
the cooperative transmission strategy. Specifically, our design
problem mainly concerns two aspects to improve the overall
network performance. Firstly, we exploit the radio’s diversity
gain by allowing radio mode switching. The user device can
flexibly schedule its data transmissions in two different modes
based on its energy status and channel conditions. Secondly,
we exploit the cooperative gain by allowing the passive radios
to serve as wireless relays for the active RF communications.
Instead of decoding and forwarding, each passive relay can set
a fixed reflection coefficient to instantly reflect the incident RF
signals from the source node to its receiver, mimicking the
full-duplex relaying communications. By choosing a proper
reflection coefficient, the backscattered signals can be lever-
aged as a form of multi-path diversity gain to enhance the
signal reception at the active receiver [3].

B. Contributions

We study the throughput maximization problem in two cases
to exploit performance gain from radio diversity and user
cooperation, respectively. For the non-cooperative case, the
DUEs are independent and scheduled to transmit data in a
time-slotted frame structure. We formulate a convex through-
put maximization problem to optimize the PBS’ energy beam-
forming and the DUEs’ transmission scheduling strategies. By
time-switching scheduling, we can avoid interference in con-
current RF communications among different users. However,
individual users are still strongly coupled by their energy bud-
get constraints. The PBS can adjust its energy beamforming
strategies in different time slots, which affects the energy sup-
ply of different users and their optimal working modes. We
further consider the cooperative case, in which we employ the
passive radios as wireless relays for active communications.
This implies that the passive and active radios are comple-
ment in data transmissions. Hence, a joint optimization of all
radios’ modes is required to maximize the overall network
performance. Due to users’ coupling in mode switching and
relaying communications, the throughput optimization is very
challenging and untouched before.

The other contribution lies in that we devise both approxi-
mate and simple heuristic algorithms to solve the non-convex
throughput maximization problem. Based on successive con-
vex approximation (SCA), the approximate algorithm returns
a sub-optimal solution by iteratively solving semi-definite pro-
grams. A set of heuristic algorithms are also proposed to
further reduce the computational complexity. The performance
comparison of different heuristic algorithms is partly evaluated
in [4]. The simplest passive relaying scheme is to enforce all
passive radios to relay for the active transmissions, which is
denoted as the myopic relay cooperation (MRC) scheme. It
achieves near-optimal performance when the DUEs’ energy
supply is insufficient while its performance becomes worse
off with sufficient energy supply. We also propose the Equal
Residual Energy (ERE) scheme that allows each passive relay
to intercept a fixed amount of RF power from each trans-
mitter in active mode. While the other part of the incident

RF power will be reflected back to enhance signal recep-
tion. Both relay schemes can significantly improve the sum
throughput compared to the non-cooperative case without the
passive relaying communications. The simulation results also
reveal that the ERE scheme performs practically good in
terms of performance, overhead, and computational complex-
ity, compared to a greedy algorithm as well as the SCA-based
approximation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
an overview on related works in Section II and propose the
hybrid radio network in Section III. Then, we formulate the
throughput maximization problem and optimize the binary
radio mode selection in Section IV. Furthermore, we refor-
mulate the optimization problem to account for the passive
relaying communications in Section V, which is solved by
both approximate and heuristic algorithms. Evaluations and
conclusions are given in Sections VI and VII, respectively.

II. RELATED WORKS

Wireless backscatter typically has three different configura-
tions. It is conventionally used by radio frequency identifica-
tion (RFID), where a high power reader excites and retrieves
information from nearby passive tags [5]. This is referred to as
the monostatic configuration with co-located receiver and RF
emitter on the same device, e.g., the RFID reader. The newly
developed bistatic configuration separates the RF emitter from
the receiver [1]. It unleashes the passive tags from the bulky
reader and thus provides better mobility for the passive radios.
In this case, the backscatter receiver can be configured with
the knowledge of RF signals to achieve much higher data rate,
e.g., [6] and [7]. Wireless backscatter can also appear in the
ambient configuration, which supports direct communications
between two peer passive radios by leveraging ambient RF
signals emitted from existing devices, e.g., TV towers [8], [9],
cellular base stations [10], [11], and Wi-Fi devices [6]. As the
ambient RF signals are stochastic in nature and unpredictable,
different signal detection and encoding mechanisms have been
proposed to improve the performance of ambient backscatter
communications, e.g., [12] and [13].

By allowing radio mode switching, the user device can flex-
ibly schedule its data transmissions in two modes based on its
energy status and channel conditions. For example, the user
device can operate in the passive mode when the channel is
occupied and switch to the active mode when the channel is
idle. This case can be regarded as an integration of backscatter
communications and the conventional cognitive radios, which
is shown to achieve a higher throughput performance in [14].
The authors in [15] divided each time slot of the secondary
user into three sub-phases for channel sensing, backscatter and
active transmission, respectively. A Stackelberg game model
is proposed to control the time resource allocation among
different secondary users. The authors in [16] considered a
backscatter-assisted wireless sensor network, in which each
sensor node can optimize its time allocation between the
passive and active transmissions. Given the time allocation
between energy harvesting and the backscatter transmission,
the authors in [17] analyzed the energy and information outage
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Fig. 1. System model of hybrid active and passive radios.

performance in a stochastic geometry framework. The optimal
time allocation is also derived to maximize the network
throughput. The authors in [18] proposed a hybrid cognitive
radio network. The time allocation among ambient backscatter,
bistatic backscatter, energy harvesting, and active communi-
cations can be optimized to maximize the throughput of the
secondary communication system.

The user devices in different modes can also collaborate in
data transmission. In particular, the passive radios can serve as
wireless relays for the active RF communications. The author
in [19] modeled the relay cooperation among multiple passive
radios in a potential game. In [20], both the active and passive
radios are allowed to serve as the relay for each other. The
rate maximization problem is formulated to jointly optimize
the time scheduling, power allocation, and energy beamform-
ing strategies. The major difference with our work is that both
the active and passive radios employ a half-duplex relay pro-
tocol. The relay node firstly receives the information from
the source node, and then forwards it to the access point.
The authors in [21] utilized the half-duplex relay to assist
the information transmission between backscatter radios. The
hybrid relay node in [22] can work in either active and pas-
sive relaying mode. In the active relaying mode, the first and
second half of a time slot are allocated for the source-to-relay
and relay-to-destination transmissions, respectively. The pas-
sive relaying mode is different during the second half of a time
slot, by using backscatter communications to forward the data
to the destination node.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a D2D network wirelessly powered by a multi-
antenna power beacon station (PBS) via RF signal beamform-
ing. The set of all DUEs is denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . ,N }. As
shown in Fig. 1, the PBS can be a dedicated power emitter for
DUEs or the base station of an existing wireless system (e.g.,
the cellular network), which can be opportunistically used by

the underlay D2D network as the energy source. The PBS
can be viewed as the controller of the D2D network, schedul-
ing the DUEs’ data transmissions and radio mode switching.
Each DUE is allocated a time slot tn , for n ∈ N , to transmit
its information. The PBS and the base station are connected
and coordinated through the edge controller, which provides
the capability of resource allocation, interference management,
computation offloading, etc.

In this paper, assuming that the coordination between differ-
ent networks can be well handled by the edge controller, we
focus on the transmission performance of the wireless pow-
ered D2D network. Considering different channel conditions
and power demands of individual DUEs, the multi-antenna
PBS with M antennas can vary its energy beamforming strat-
egy to control the power transfer to different DUEs [2],
with the aim of achieving the maximum sum throughput.
Each DUE has only one antenna for either energy harvest-
ing (EH) or information transmission. The wireless powered
D2D network can be envisioned as a wireless sensor network,
in which the data gateway collects information from the
sensor nodes and powers them by wireless power trans-
fer. The complex channels from the PBS to the n-th DUE
transmitter (DTx-n) and the n-th DUE receiver (DRx-n) are
denoted by hn and fn , respectively. The channels from the
DTx-n to DTx-m and DRx-m are given by zn,m and gn,m ,
respectively. Every channel is assumed to be frequency-flat
block fading [23].

To exploit the radio diversity gain, we integrate two radio
modes in the transceiver design [24]. When there are active
RF communications, the backscatter radios can leverage the
RF signals for low-rate backscatter communications. When
the channels are idle, the PBS can beamform dedicated RF
signals for the backscatter radios. The backscatter radios can
also turn into the active mode and access the idle channels
opportunistically. This can be viewed as an integration of
cognitive and backscatter communications [14], that supports
mode switching between energy harvesting, passive, and active
communications. Such a flexibility can provide a higher degree
of freedom to improve the overall network performance.

A. Energy Budget and Power Supply

To supply energy for DUEs, we consider energy beamform-
ing at the multi-antenna PBS and RF-based energy harvesting
at the receiver, which converts the RF signals into DC voltage
and then uses it to sustain wireless communications. Due to the
broadcast nature of RF signals, the most appealing property is
that it supports better mobility of the user devices and provides
scalability for D2D networks [25]. The PBS can control the
power transfer to different DUEs by adjusting its beamform-
ing strategy. Meanwhile, each DUE can correspondingly adjust
its EH parameters, e.g., the time-switching or power-splitting
factor [2], to balance between its power demand and consump-
tion. In this paper, we consider the time-switching model that
allows each DUE to harvest energy only when it is not sched-
uled for data transmission. Let wn (t) denote the PBS’ energy
signal in the n-th time slot tn and Wn � E[wn (t)wn(t)T ] be
the transmit covariance. Thus, the PBS’ beamforming strategy
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is subject to the feasible set defined as follows:

P �
{∑

n∈N tnTr(Wn) ≤ Emax, and
∑

n∈N tn ≤ 1
Tr(Wn) ≤ Pmax, ∀n ∈ N ,

(1)

where Emax denotes the energy budget in one unit data frame
and Pmax is the PBS’ peak transmit power. Here Tr(·) denotes
the trace of a matrix. We assume that the energy signal wn (t)
is generated by a fixed pattern known to the DUEs, and thus
it will not introduce interference to the information reception
by subtracting it from the received signals [25].

B. Transmission Capability of Hybrid Radios

With the dual-mode radio, each DTx-n can choose either
the passive or active mode depending on its available energy
and the channel conditions. In the active mode, we assume
perfect interference cancelation at the receiver. This allows us
to subtract the known energy signal wn(t) from the received
signals. Hence, the throughput of DRx-n is given by

rA
n = tn log

(
1 + |gn,n |2pn

)
. (2)

Here we assume normalized noise power to simplify the for-
mulation. It is obvious that the throughput rA

n is non-convex in
(tn , pn), where the transmit power pn depends on the beam-
forming strategies in all other time slots. This implies close
couplings between different DUEs.

In the passive mode, the throughput is achieved by reflect-
ing and modulating the RF signals emitted by the PBS. Given
the PBS’ energy signal wn(t), the signal received at DTx-n
is given as dn(t) = hH

n wn(t). Meanwhile, DTx-n modulates
its information s(t) on the carrier signal dn(t) by control-
ling the load-dependent reflection coefficient Γn,n . Hence, the
backscattered signal is a joint effect of the load-dependent
scattering and the load-independent structural scattering [5].
We can denote it as s(t) = As−Γn,n where constant As rep-
resents the effect of structural scattering. The backscattered
signal is further attenuated by the channel gn,n from DTx-n
to DRx-n. Hence, the signal received by DRx-n is given by:

yn(t) = gn,nhH
n wn(t)(As − Γn,n) + fHn wn(t) + vn ,

where vn � CN (0, 1) denotes the normalized baseband noise
in information reception. The first term contains the modu-
lated information symbol s(t) = As − Γn,n to the receiver,
which is obviously not Rayleigh distributed. This significantly
complicates the evaluation of the channel capacity.

Though an exact and closed-form expression of channel
capacity is not available for backscatter communications, the
authors in [3] showed that its capacity can be upper bounded
by a log function, which is increasing and concave with respect
to the averaged SNR performance of backscatter communi-
cations. The upper bound is achieved when the backscatter
receiver can reliably counteract the interference generated
by the legacy transmission. As such, we characterize the
throughput in the passive mode as follows:

rP
n = tn log

(
1 + m̃s |gn,n |2hH

n Wnhn

)
, (3)

where we denote m̃s as the average power of the backscattered
signal s(t). It can be set to unit one without loss of generality.
A similar log-function was also adopted in [26] and [27].

Fig. 2. Time-slotted hybrid channel access.

C. Backscatter-Aided Relay Communications

When DTx-r has sufficient energy supply, it can turn to
the passive mode and assist data transmissions for some other
user, e.g., DTx-n, especially for those with insufficient energy
supply and low data rate. The users’ cooperation may signifi-
cantly increase the throughput of DTx-n, while compromising
little to the throughput of DTx-r. As illustrated in Fig. 2, when
DTx-n is actively transmitting, the other users can either har-
vest energy or turn into the passive mode to assist DTx-n.
DTx-r may have a good channel condition or high energy
harvesting rate. It prefers to relay data transmissions for DTx-
n instead of harvesting energy. While DTx-k demands more
energy, it decides not to relay for DTx-n, but to exploit the
energy harvesting opportunities.

Let Rn denote the set of backscatter relays for DTx-n in
the first sub-slot tn,1. Each DTx-r, for r ∈ Rn , will reflect
the incident signals with the reflection coefficient Γr ,n . The
received signals at DRx-n are a mixture of the signals directly
from the DTx-n and the relays’ reflections. In particular, the
RF signal dn,r at DTx-r is given by

dn,r = zn,r
√pn,1sn(t) + hH

r wn,1(t) + vn,r ,

where sn(t) is the signal transmitted from DTx-n to DRx-n
and vn,r denotes the complex Gaussian noise at the antenna.
The second term denotes the direct beamforming from the PBS
to DTx-r. After backscattering, the signal received at DRx-n
can be simply denoted as

yr ,n = Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r
√pn,1sn(t) + IHr ,nwn,1(t) + σn,1, (4)

where σn,1 � CN (0, 1) is the normalized noise and Ir ,n �
Γr ,ngr ,nhr +fn is viewed as the equivalent interference chan-
nel. Thus, the second term denotes the interference due to the
PBS’ energy beamforming.

We assume that the receiver DTx-r has dedicated circuit
design and signal processing capability than conventional pas-
sive devices, e.g., RFID tags [5]. It can be configured with
the capability to subtract interference signals directly from the
PBS. A similar idea was also adopted in some existing works,
e.g., [26] and [28]. Once DTx-r sets its reflection coefficient
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Γr ,n and informs it to DRx-n, the receiver DRx-n can estimate
the interference term and subtract it from the received signals.
When multiple relays work together, the signal received at
DRx-n after interference cancelation is:

ỹn = √pn,1

⎛
⎝ ∑

r∈Rn

Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r + gn,n

⎞
⎠sn(t) + σn,1.

Let g̃n,n (Rn ) � gn,n +
∑

r∈Rn
Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r denote the

equivalent relay channel from DTx-n to DRx-n, which is
enhanced by the set of passive relays in Rn . Hence, the
throughput of DTx-n in active mode with the assistance from
the passive relays can be characterized by

r̃A
n = tn,1 log

(
1 + en,1|g̃n,n (Rn )|2/tn,1

)
. (5)

By properly choosing the relays’ reflection coefficients accord-
ing to their channel conditions, we can build constructive
multi-path effect to enhance the signal transmission to DRx-
n. The adaptation of each relay’s reflection coefficient can be
achieved by constructing a finite set of load impedances con-
nected by a multi-throw RF switch [5]. The optimal reflection
coefficient can be chosen by controlling the RF switch to pass
signals through the corresponding load impedance.

In the sequel, we first propose the sum throughput
maximization problem to exploit the radio diversity gain,
and then present the reformulation to further improve the
performance gain by leveraging the users’ cooperation among
hybrid radios.

IV. THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION VIA MODE SELECTION

Note that each DUE can transmit in two radio modes with
different transmission capabilities, as shown in (2) and (3),
respectively. To maximize the sum throughput, we jointly
optimize the DUEs’ radio modes, the PBS’ beamforming and
time allocation strategies. Let bn ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether
DTx-n is in the active mode (i.e., bn = 1 indicates the active
mode) and denote pn as the transmit power of DTx-n in active
mode, which relies on its energy harvesting in other time
slots tm , for m ∈ Nn � N \ {n}. Hence, the power budget
constraint of DTx-n, for n ∈ N , is given as follows:

bnpn tn ≤
∑

m∈Nn

η
(
tmhH

n Wmhn + bm |zm,n |2pm tm
)
, (6)

where η denotes the constant energy conversion efficiency and
zm,n denotes the channel from the m-th transmitter to the n-th
transmitter. The first term in RHS of (6) represents the energy
directly harvested from the power beacon station, while the
second term (i.e., bm |zm,n |2pm tm ) is the energy harvested
from the active radios nearby DTx-n. Note that we omit the
circuit power consumption in (6). However, it can be easily
extended to include the circuit power consumption, which will
not change the solution method. We also assume that the user’s
energy will be depleted after data transmission. Hence, each
user can accumulate all energy during in the past N − 1 time
slots before data transmission in the current time slot. For
each DTx-n, we construct an = [an1, an2, . . . , anN ]T such

that ann = bn and anm = −ηbm |gm,n |2 for m ∈ Nn . Then
we can simplify (6) as follows:∑

m∈N
anmpm tm ≤ η

∑
m∈Nn

tmhH
n Wmhn , ∀n ∈ N . (7)

It is obvious that (7) defines a linear inequality with a fixed
radio mode b = [b1, b2, . . . , bN ]T .

One point worth mentioning is that we actually employ a
linear EH model in (6) and (7), which is characterized by the
constant η. That is, the total harvested energy is linearly depen-
dent on the strength of incident RF signals at the receiver,
i.e.,

∑
m∈Nn

tmhH
n Wmhn . A more practical nonlinear EH

model has been presented in [29], in which η is measured
to be a function of the RF signal strength. In this case,
the power budget constraint (7) becomes more complicated
and generally non-convex. As such, we can apply succes-
sive convex approximation (SCA) algorithm that replaces (7)
by a linear form in each iteration. A similar approach was
applied in [30] and [31]. By introducing auxiliary variables
En � tnWn and en � pn tn , for n ∈ N , we can formulate
the sum throughput maximization as follows1:

max
b,e,(t,En )∈P

∑
n∈N

tn log
(
1 + |gn,n |2ẽn/tn

)
(8a)

s.t . ẽn ≤ bnen + (1− bn)hH
n Enhn , ∀n ∈ N (8b)

aT
n e ≤ ηhH

n E−nhn , ∀n ∈ N , (8c)

where we denote e = [e1, e2, . . . , eN ]T and E−n =∑
m∈Nn

Em for convenience. The variable ẽn is viewed as
the equivalent transmit power of DTx-n, which depends on
the radio mode bn . When bn = 1 (or bn = 0) and DTx-n
operates in the active (or passive) mode, we have ẽn = tnpn

(or ẽn = tnhH
n Wnhn ). Hence, the constraint (8b) actually

integrates the transmission capabilities in two modes. As the
passive radios have extremely low power consumption, we
assume that they can always harvest sufficient energy in dif-
ferent time slots, and thus we omit the energy budget constraint
for passive radios in problem (8).

It is obvious that problem (8) is a mixed integer non-linear
program (MINLP). For fixed radio mode b, each constraint
in (8b)-(8c) becomes linear in (t,En , e). Thus, we can easily
verify that the problem (8) is convex by checking the Hessian
matrix of (8a). To optimize the binary b, we can consider
a branch-and-bound (BB) algorithm [32], which requires the
evaluations of lower and upper bounds of the problem (8).
The convergence can be achieved by successively improving
the lower bound and trimming undesired branches. A lower
bound of (8) can be easily obtained by fixing the DUEs’
radio modes and solving a convex problem by an existing
optimization toolbox [33]. However, the evaluation of upper
bound becomes more challenging. Typically, the upper bound
can be achieved by simply relaxing the binary b into con-
tinuous b̂ ∈ [0, 1]. Unfortunately, this relaxation leads to
another non-convex problem due to the quadratic couplings

1We only enumerate a few variables of our interest, i.e., (t, En , e), as the
decision variables of problem (8). For simplicity, the auxiliary or intermediate
variables are omitted in the list of decision variables. The same convention
also applies to the following problems, e.g., (10), (11), and (15).
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in (8b) and (8c). As such, we consider an ideal case in which
the radio mode switching can happen any time during the data
transmission. We propose the hybrid access model that splits
each time slot into two sub-slots for active and passive radios,
respectively. This makes it more efficient to evaluate an upper
bound of (8).

A. Upper Bound via Hybrid Access Model

In the hybrid access model, each time slot tn is further
divided into two sub-slots. One part tn,1 is used for data trans-
missions in the active mode and the other sub-slot tn,2 is for
the passive backscatter communications. Correspondingly, we
define wn,i (t) as the PBS’ energy signal and Wn,i as the
PBS’ transmit covariance in the sub-slot tn,i , for i ∈ {1, 2}
and n ∈ N . Hence, the feasible set (1) is rewritten as follows:{∑

n∈N
(
tn,1Tr(Wn,1) + tn,2Tr(Wn,2)

) ≤ Emax,
Tr(Wn,i ) ≤ Pmax, ∀n ∈ N and i ∈ {1, 2}. (9)

Our design objective is to maximize the sum through-
put by optimizing the PBS’ energy beamforming strategies
W � {Wn,i}n∈N ,i∈{1,2}, the DUEs’ transmit power p =
[pn,1, pn,1, . . . , pN ,1]T in the active mode and the transmis-
sion scheduling strategy t � (t1, t2) in two radio modes.

Similar to (8), by setting En,i � tn,iWn,i and en,i �
pn,i tn,i , for n ∈ N and i ∈ {1, 2}, we can reformulate the
sum throughput maximization problem as follows:

max
t,En,i ,en,i

∑
n∈N ,i∈{1,2}

tn,i log
(
1 +

∣∣gn,n
∣∣2en,i/tn,i

)
(10a)

s.t . en,1 ≤
∑

i∈{1,2} ηhH
n E−n,ihn , (10b)

en,2 ≤ hH
n En,2hn , (10c)∑

i∈{1,2} Tr
(
En,i + E−n,i

) ≤ Emax, (10d)

Tr(En,i ) ≤ tn,iPmax, and t1 + t2 ≤ 1, (10e)

i ∈ {1, 2} and n ∈ N , (10f)

where we define E−n,i �
∑

m∈Nn
Em,i . Note that the trans-

mit power of different DUE is in a similar range, and much
smaller than that of the PBS. Each DUE’s energy harvesting
mainly comes from the PBS and hence we simplify the power
budget constraint as in (10b). Besides, we impose a per-user
time constraint as in (10e) instead of the sum time constraint∑

n∈N tn ≤ 1 as in (1), which shares unit data frame among
all DUEs. The time constraint in (10e) allocates each DTx-n
a unit time for data transmission, and allows flexible trans-
mission scheduling between two radio modes. It can also be
modified to account for the total time requirement.

By checking the first- and second-derivatives, the objective
in (10a) is increasing and concave in (tn,i , en,i ). We fur-
ther notice that all constraints are linear inequalities. Hence,
problem (10) can be efficiently solved by the interior-point
algorithms [34]. In fact, problem (8) can be viewed as a spe-
cial case of problem (10) when each DTx-n only transmits
with one radio mode during the whole time slot, i.e., either
tn,1 = 1 or tn,1 = 0. Hence, problem (10) provides an effi-
cient method to evaluate the upper bound of problem (8). If the

optimal time allocation to problem (10) happens to be binary,
it provides a tight upper bound on problem (8).

B. Optimal Radio Mode Selection

The upper bound of (8) can be evaluated by relaxing each
binary variable bn into its continuous counterpart b̂n ∈ [0, 1].
Though the relaxed problem is still non-convex and diffi-
cult to solve directly, the hybrid access model allows us to
derive a convex reformulation in (10). As such, we can sim-
ply determine the optimal solution b̂∗ ∈ [0, 1] by the optimal
transmission scheduling strategy t∗ in (10), i.e., b̂∗ = t∗. If
b̂∗ happens to be binary, the optimal radio mode is given by
b∗ = b̂∗. Otherwise, for each non-binary b̂∗n , we will divide
the feasible region of (b̂n , b̂−n) into two sub-divisions, i.e.,
D0

n = {(0, b̂−n )} and D1
n = {(1, b̂−n )}, where b̂−n denotes

the relaxed mode selection of all DUEs rather than DTx-n and
it can take any value from the set [0, 1]. Then we continue to
evaluate the lower and upper bounds on D0

n and D1
n , respec-

tively. A sub-division can be discarded if it produces an upper
bound less than the current optimum of (8).

Till this point, we can find optimal solutions for both
radio mode selection problem (8) and the mode switching
problem (10). The optimal mode switching provides the basis
for iterative updating the DUEs’ radio mode selection in the
branch-and-bound algorithm. Obviously, the radio selection
problem has much higher computational complexity, while the
radio switching problem requires more coordination and over-
head for practical implementation. To realize mode switching,
each DTx-n requires precise control on its radio mode accord-
ing to the optimized transmission scheduling strategy. This
implies strict synchronization between DTx-n and DRx-n, e.g.,
DRx-n may need to adjust its decoding scheme correspond-
ing to different radio mode of DTx-n. The synchronization
with the PBS is also required as the beamforming strategies
may change over two sub-slots, along with the radio mode
switching.

V. ENHANCED TRANSMISSION VIA BACKSCATTER RELAY

COMMUNICATIONS

After solving problem (10), each DTx-n will transmit in
the active and passive modes sequentially for the optimized
sub-slots, and harvest RF power in other time slots to accumu-
late energy for active communications in the subsequent time
slots. In the sequel, we first provide a problem reformulation
to account for the users’ cooperation, and then devise both
approximate and heuristic algorithms to optimize the hybrid
radios’ relaying strategies.

Let Rn be the set of backscatter relays for DTx-n. Each
DTx-r, for r ∈ Rn , will reflect the incident signals with
the reflection coefficient Γr ,n . When multiple relays work
together, the throughput of DTx-n in active mode is charac-
terized by (5). Let on � |g̃n,n (Rn )|2 denote the enhanced
channel gain of DTx-n. Then, we can rewrite the throughput
r̃A
n in the active mode as r̃A

n = tn,1 log(1+en,1on/tn,1), and
reformulate the throughput maximization (10) as follows:

max
t,En,i ,Γr,n

∑
n∈N

(
r̃A
n + rP

n

)
(11a)
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s.t . on ≤
∣∣∣gn,n +

∑
r∈Nn

Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r

∣∣∣2 (11b)

en,1 ≤
∑

r∈Nn

η
(
(1− |Γn,r |2)αn,r + βn,r

)
, (11c)

(10c)− (10e), ∀r ∈ Nn and n ∈ N , (11d)

where we simply denote αn,r � hH
n Er ,1hn and βn,r �

hH
n Er ,2hn as the RF power at DTx-n in the sub-slot tr ,1

and tr ,2, respectively. In problem (11), we also optimize the
passive relaying strategy of the hybrid radio network, which
dictates each DUE’s reflection coefficient Γr ,n , for r ∈ Nn

and n ∈ N . However, the optimization of the relay set Rn

is challenging due to the combinatorial nature. Instead, we
view Γr ,n as the continuous optimization variable. A higher
value of |Γr ,n | implies that DTx-r takes more effort to relay
information for DTx-n. The constraints in (11b) and (11c)
allow free tuning of the reflection coefficient Γn,r in its feasi-
ble region. When DTx-n relays for DTx-r with the reflection
coefficient Γn,r , it can only harvest a part of energy from the
incident RF signals, which is scaled by 1− |Γn,r |2 as shown
in (11c). Note that we can tune the complex phase of Γr ,n

to maximize the projection of the relay channel gr ,nzn,r on
the backscatter channel gn,n . As such, we only care about the
optimization of its magnitude |Γr ,n | and thus we view Γr ,n

as a real variable in (11).

A. Successive Convex Approximation

The main difficulty of problem (11) lies in that both (11b)
and (11c) define non-convex sets. The throughput r̃A

n in the
active mode is also non-convex due to the quadratic cou-
pling between en,1 and on . In addition, different choices of
the relay’s reflection coefficient lead to the throughput trade-
off between different DUE pairs. If DTx-r chooses a high
reflection level to enhance the channel g̃n,n (Rn) of DTx-n,
the throughput of DTx-n can be improved correspondingly.
However, this will sacrifice the energy harvesting opportunity
of DTx-r and decrease its own throughput in the active mode.

In the following, we propose the SCA-based iterative
method to search for a solution to (11). In each iteration, we
require a convex approximation of problem (11), whose solu-
tion will provide a new searching point in next iteration. The
SCA-based method is effective for many non-convex prob-
lems in practice and has been well applied to optimal resource
allocation in wireless systems, e.g., [31]. It requires knowl-
edge about the channel information for convex optimization
in each iteration. We assume that such channel information is
known at the beginning of each transmission period. This can
be obtained by channel estimation at a dedicated time period
before data transmission. In particular, the PBS can broadcast
a pilot signal to all users, which can estimate the channels
hn locally and report the estimates to the PBS in a time-
slotted manner. During the reporting periods, other overhearing
radios can estimate the channels zn,m and gn simultaneously.
A similar idea has been proposed in [25].

To approximate (11c), we introduce a set of auxiliary vari-
ables xn,r and yn,r such that yn,r ≤ 1 − |Γn,r |2 and
x2
n,r ≤ yn,rαn,r . Then, we can rewrite (11c) as en,1 ≤

∑
r∈Nn

η(x2
n,r + βn,r ), which admits a first-order linear

approximation as follows:

2
(
x
(k)
n

)T
xn − |x(k)

n |2 ≥ η−1en,1 − βn , (12)

where xn � [xn,r ]r∈Nn
and βn =

∑
r∈Nn

βn,r denotes
the total energy harvested by DTx-n in the second sub-
slots. The constant x

(k)
n denotes the value of xn at the k-th

iteration. Similar, define auxiliary variable zn,n such that
zn,n ≤

∑
r∈Nn

Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r , then the constraint in (11b) can
be linearly approximated as follows:

on ≤ o(k)
n + 2

∣∣∣gn,n + z (k)
n,n

∣∣∣(zn,n − z (k)
n,n

)
, (13)

where o(k)
n � |gn,n + z (k)

n,n |2. To approximate the non-
convex r̃A

n in (11a), we introduce ôn such that ôn ≤ en,1on

and then rewrite it as r̃A
n = tn,1 log(1 + ôn/tn,1), which is

easily shown to be concave in (tn,1, ôn ). Moreover, by rewrit-
ing en,1on as the sum of a concave and a convex function, i.e.,
en,1on = [(on +en,1)2−(on−en,1)2]/4, we can approximate
the non-convex constraint ôn ≤ en,1on as follows:

2ê(k)
n,1ên,1 −

(
ê(k)
n,1

)2 ≥ 4ôn + (on − en,1)2, (14)

where we define ên,1 � on + en,1 and ê(k)
n,1 � o(k)

n + e(k)
n,1.

Till this point, at the k-th iteration of the SCA-based method,
we can solve (11) by the following convex problem:

max
t,En,i ,Γr,n

∑
n∈N

(
r̃A
n + rB

n

)
(15a)

s.t . yn,r ≤ 1− |Γn,r |2,∀r ∈ Nn and n ∈ N (15b)[
yn,r xn,r

xn,r an,r

]
� 0,∀r ∈ Nn and n ∈ N (15c)

(10c)− (10e), and (12)− (14). (15d)

The resulting problem is a semi-definite program (SDP), which
can be solved efficiently by the interior-point algorithms [34].
A special case of problem (15) is to assume that all DUEs
set the same reflection coefficient, i.e., Γ = Γr ,n for r ∈ Nn

and n ∈ N . In this case, we can simplify (15) by similarly
constructing y ≤ 1 − Γ2 and x2

n ≤ yαn � y
∑

r∈Nn
αn,r .

The benefit of this special case mainly lies in the reduced
number of decision variables as well as the high computational
complexity for solving SDPs [35].

The initial value (x(k)
n , z (k)

n,n , o(k)
n , ê(k)

n,1) for k = 0 can be
simply found by solving the convex problem (10), in which
the passive relaying strategy is disenabled, i.e., |Γr ,n | = 0 for

r ∈ Nn and n ∈ N . Hence, we can set x (0)
n,r = (αn,r )1/2 =

(hH
n Er ,1hn)1/2 where Er ,1 is the solution to (10). Similar,

we have o(0)
n = |gn,n +

∑
r∈Nn

gr ,nzn,r |2 and ê(0)
n,1 =

o(0)
n +

∑
r∈Nn

η(αn,r + βn,r ). Given the starting point, the
SCA-based relay optimization (SRO) scheme, as shown in
Algorithm 1, will find convex approximations (12)-(14) for the
objective and non-convex constraints. The solution to (15) will
then help update the search point in next iteration. This pro-
cess continues until the convergence to a sub-optimum. In each
iteration, the SRO algorithm requires to solve an SDP (15),
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Algorithm 1 SCA-Based Relay Optimization (SRO)

1: Initialize
(
x
(0)
n , z (0)

n,n , o(0)
n , ê(0)

n,1

)
by the solution to (10)

2: Set Λ0 as the maximum of (10)
3: while |Λk − Λk−1| ≥ ε
4: Λk−1 ← Λk and k ← k + 1
5: Λk ← the maximum of (15)
6: Update

(
x
(k)
n , z (k)

n,n , o(k)
n , ê(k)

n,1

)
by the solution to (15)

7: end while

which can be efficiently solve by the interior-point algorithm.
By the theoretical analysis in [35], the computational com-
plexity of an SDP problem can be bounded by a polynomial
of the number of linear matrix inequalities and the size of
matrix variables.

B. Heuristic Passive Relaying Strategies

The SRO scheme in Algorithm 1 implements an iterative
procedure with guaranteed convergence to a sub-optimal solu-
tion. However, it still has a high computational complexity as
we require to solve an SDP (15) in each iteration. Note that
problem (15) has a large set of matrix inequalities in (15c)
as well as intermediate decision variables. All these make the
SRO scheme very inefficient in practice. In the following, we
devise a set of heuristic algorithms to find a practical passive
relaying strategy for each DUE in the hybrid radio network.

1) Myopic Relay Cooperation (MRC): The most straight-
forward relay scheme is to enforce full cooperation among
all DUEs. That is, all DUEs set their maximum reflection
coefficients Γmax

r ,n to relay information of the active radios.
The energy harvesting will only take place in the second sub-
slots. Given the DUEs’ energy harvesting capabilities, this
relay strategy in fact myopically maximizes the throughput
of active radios in the first sub-slots. Thus, we can simplify
the throughput maximization problem (11) as follows:

max
t,En,i

∑
n∈N

(
r̃A
n + rP

n

)
(16a)

s.t . on ≤
∣∣∣gn,n +

∑
r∈Rn

Γmax
r ,n gr ,nzn,r

∣∣∣2 (16b)

en,1 ≤
∑

r∈Nn

η
(
(1− |Γmax

r ,n |2)αn,r + βn,r

)
, (16c)

(10c)− (10e), ∀r ∈ Nn and n ∈ N . (16d)

It is obvious that (16) has a similar form as that in (10). Hence,
the optimal joint strategy (t,En,i ) can be optimized efficiently.
The throughput performance achieved by the MRC scheme
can serve as a baseline (i.e., lower bound) for performance
comparison with more advanced schemes.

2) Equal Residual Energy (ERE): The main difficulty of
problem (11) lies in the quadratic coupling between the chan-
nel gain on and the energy en,1 in the objective (11a). In this
part, we design the ERE scheme that stems from the intuition
that any DTx-r will take more effort to relay information for
DTx-n if it can harvest more energy in the time slot tn allo-
cated for DTx-n. That is, the passive relaying scheme becomes

Algorithm 2 Equal Residual Energy (ERE)

1: Initialize Λ0 and (t,En,i ) by solving problem (10)
2: while Λk − Λk−1 ≥ ε
3: Λk ← Λk−1, k ← k + 1
4: Search for optimal α0 with fixed (t,En,i )
5: αn,r ← ηhH

n Er ,1hn for r ∈ Nn

6: |Γn,r |2 ← max(0, 1− α0/αn,r ) for r ∈ Nn

7: Update Λk and (t,En,i ) by solving problem (11)
8: end while

a fair trade, i.e., if some DTx-r receives stronger RF power
in time slot tn , it can set a correspondingly larger reflection
coefficient Γr ,n as a return to assist the data transmission of
DTx-n. The residual energy, i.e., (1 − |Γn,r |2)αn,r as seen
from (11c), is the difference between the incident RF power
and the reflected power, which can be viewed as the net profit
of DTx-r when it relays for DTx-n.

The ERE scheme ensures that each passive relay DTx-r
intercepts the same residual energy α0 = (1−|Γn,r |2)αn,r , for
r ∈ Nn . However, the optimal value α0 needs to be carefully
chosen to maximize the overall throughput performance. With
a fixed α0, we can simply determine the reflection coefficient
of each relay DTx-r as follows:

∣∣Γn,r
∣∣2 = max

(
0, 1− α0/αn,r

)
, ∀ r ∈ Nn . (17)

If some DTx-r has insufficient energy supply, i.e., αn,r < α0,
we have |Γn,r | = 0 and thus it will not participate in the
passive relay communications. Note that the complex phase
of Γn,r can be aligned with the relay channel gr ,nzn,r . Thus,
we can reformulate the product of (11b) and (11c) as follows:

en,1on = η(|Rn |α0 + βn )
∣∣∣gn,n +

∑
r∈Rn

Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r

∣∣∣2, (18)

where |Rn | denotes the number of passive relays for DTx-n,
i.e., |Rn | =

∑
n∈Nn

1(|Γn,r |2 > 0) and 1(·) is an indicator
function. Note that |Rn | becomes smaller if the DUEs set a
larger residual energy α0. Substituting (17) into (18), we find
that the product en,1on in (18) is uniquely determined by the
residual energy α0, given the scheduling and beamforming
strategies (t,En,i ).

Till this point, we can sketch the ERE scheme by an iterative
procedure as detailed in Algorithm 2. Firstly, we initialize the
hybrid radio network, e.g., by the simple MRC scheme. With
fixed scheduling and beamforming strategies (t,En,i ), we can
evaluate the RF power αn,r at each DTx-n and correspond-
ingly update the relay strategy by the rule in (17). One main
step is to search for the optimal α0 that maximizes the objec-
tive in (11a). It is obvious that the maximum Λ(α0) depends
on the choice of α0. Hence, the optimal α0 can be deter-
mined by one-dimension search, e.g., the bisection algorithm.
Given the error bound ε, the number of iterations required
in the bisection search method will be log2(ε0/ε), where ε0
denotes the maximum value of α0 and can be simply set as
the maximum of αn,r . With fixed α0, we can evaluate Λ(α0)
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efficiently by the following convex problem:

max
t,En,i

∑
n∈N

(
r̃A
n + rP

n

)
s.t . (11d) and (18).

Once we find the optimal α0, we update the optimal reflection
coefficients by (17). This will incur a new round of update to
the scheduling and beamforming strategies (t,En,i ) by solving
an SDP in the form of problem (16). Note that the convergence
of Algorithm 2 is guaranteed as the iterative update of (t,En,i )
and Γn,r follows an alternating optimization method.

The SRO algorithm provides an approximate reformulation
to optimize the sum throughput performance. The MRC and
ERE algorithms are based on simple heuristics with reduced
computational complexities and good practical performance.
Whereas all these algorithms provide approximations to the
original design problem. The performance gap with respect
to its maximum is not known. In the following, we also pro-
vide a greedy search algorithm for performance improvement
(GSI) to evaluate the maximum performance, which serves as
a baseline for performance comparison.

3) Greedy Search for Improvement (GSI): The basic idea
of the GSI scheme is to iteratively search for a better relay
set Rn for each DTx-n that can improve its performance
gain. Given the relay set Rn , any relay DTx-r sets Γmax

r ,n to
relay information for DTx-n. Considering a special case of
problem (11), if there is no power allocation on the first sub-
slot tn,1, i.e., Tr(Wn,1) = 0, any other DTx-r for r 	= n will
decide to relay information for DTx-n as this does not impair
the energy harvesting opportunities of DTx-r. Hence, we can
simply set Γr ,n to its maximum for r ∈ Nn . For a more gen-
eral case with Tr(Wn,1) > 0, the relay DTx-r has to decide
whether it is beneficial to perform passive relaying for DTx-n,
as this will sacrifice its energy harvesting opportunity in the
sub-slot tn,1.

To proceed, we initialize the system by the solution to
problem (10) or (16) and obtain a lower bound Λ0 on the
throughput performance. The update of relay set Rn depends
on the losses and gains by evaluating different relay strate-
gies. In particular, when DTx-r decides to relay for DTx-n,
its energy loss Δer ,n and throughput loss Δrr ,n (due to its
assistance for DTx-n) can be characterized as follows:

Δer ,n = ηhH
r En,1hr , and

Δrr ,n = tr ,1 log

(
1 + er ,1

∣∣g̃n,n
∣∣2/tr ,1

1 +
(
er ,1 −Δer ,n

)∣∣g̃n,n

∣∣2/tr ,1

)
. (19)

In another aspect, the channel of DTx-n is enhanced as
g̃n,n (Rn ∪ {r}) = g̃n,n (Rn) + Γr ,ngr ,nzn,r . Then, the
throughput gain of DTx-n (due to the assistance from DTx-r)
can be evaluated as:

Δrn,r = tn,1 log

(
1 + en,1

∣∣g̃n,n (Rn ∪ {r})
∣∣2/tn,1

1 + en,1

∣∣g̃n,n(Rn)
∣∣2/tn,1

)
. (20)

The GSI scheme is detailed in Algorithm 3, in which we
iteratively update the relay set Rn based on the evaluation
of performance losses and gains. Let Λk be the best lower
bound in the k-th iteration. In each time slot tn , we calcu-
late the net performance gain Δr̄n,r = Δrn,r − Δrr ,n for

Algorithm 3 Greedy Search for Improvement (GSI)

1: Initialize Λ0 and (t,En,i ) by solving problem (10)
2: while Λk − Λk−1 ≥ ε
3: Λk ← Λk−1, k ← k + 1
4: if Tr(Wn,1) = 0
5: Rn ← Nn and Γr ,n ← Γmax

r ,n for r ∈ Nn

6: Update Λk and (t,En,i ) by solving problem (16)
7: end if
8: Evaluate Δrr ,n by (19) and Δrn,r by (20)
9: Select DTx-r with the largest net gain Δr̄n,r

10: if Δr̄n,r > 0
11: Rk

n ← Rk−1
n ∪ {r} and solve problem (16)

12: Update Λk by the maximum of problem (16)
13: Update (t,En,i ) if Λk > Λk−1

14: end if
15: end while

each relay DTx-r, and then select DTx-r with the largest
gain as the candidate relay. If Δr̄n,r > 0, we solve a con-
vex problem in the form of problem (16) with the new relay
set Rk+1

n = Rk
n ∪ {r}. If the optimal throughput is greater

than the current lower bound Λk , we then update the relay set,
the PBS’s energy beamforming, and time allocation strategies.
This process will iterate over all N users until no improvement
can be further achieved. Hence, the total number of iterations
is estimated as O(N 2).

VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In this part, we evaluate the throughput performance of dif-
ferent transmission strategies. Without loss of generality, we
consider M = 3 antennas at the PBS and its maximum trans-
mit power (in watt) is set by Pmax = 0.2. The energy budget
(in Joule) in one data frame is given by Emax = 0.4 unless
otherwise stated. We consider 4 pairs of hybrid radios in the
simulation, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The distance between the
PBS and DTx-1 is given by d0 = 2. We adopt the lognormal
shadowing path loss model for the channel gains. The channel
path loss exponent is set as � = 2. The path loss measured at
unit distance is −30 dB and the antenna gain from the PBS
to each user is 15 dB. This can be achieved by using the
directional Antenna AC-D24W08 with 12 dBi antenna gain
at the PBS and a commercial monopole antenna with 3 dBi
antenna gain at the IoT devices. The channel bandwidth is
set to be 100 kHz and the ambient RF power density is set
as −100 dBm. The RF-DC energy conversion efficiency is
η = 0.5. The maximum reflection coefficient is assumed to be
unit one.

A. Performance of SCA-Based Relay Optimization

We first evaluate the sum throughput by considering a fixed
topology, as illustrated in Fig. 3. There are N = 4 DUE
transceiver pairs distributed under the coverage of the PBS,
which provides both RF energy and carrier signals for the
active and passive radios, respectively. The distance in meters
from the PBS to the nearest transmitter, i.e., DTx-1, is set as
d0 = 2. The distances dn between each transceiver pair is
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Fig. 3. The network configuration under evaluation.

set as dn = 3. In the SRO scheme, we consider the simpli-
fied case that all DUEs set the same reflection coefficient Γ.
This can be easily extended to the general case with different
reflection coefficients for individual relays. The performance
dynamics in the SRO scheme is shown in Fig. 4(a), which ver-
ifies the convergence of sum throughput performance after a
few number of iterations. Note that we observe similar results
for different channel path loss exponents, i.e., set by 2 and
3.5 [15], respectively. It is obvious that the sum throughput
increases in the energy budget Emax. Fig. 4(b) shows the
reflection coefficient in different iterations. When the energy
budget Emax is limited, we observe a larger reflection coeffi-
cient which implies that the DUEs tend to cooperate with each
other. In particular, the reflection coefficient goes up to unity
after a few iterations as Emax ≤ 0.15. In this case, the SRO
scheme degenerates to the simple MRC scheme. Different
Emax also indicates the DUEs’ preferences for cooperation,
i.e., a smaller Emax urges the DUEs to converge faster to
the unity value, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 5, we verify
that the sum throughput is generally increasing with respect
to the energy harvesting efficiency η. With a larger η, indi-
vidual user can harvest more RF energy and thus prone to
transmit in active mode. As a result, we observe that the mag-
nitude of each reflection coefficient decreases with the increase
of η, as shown in the left subplot of Fig. 5, which implies
that different users are unlikely to cooperate in passive relay
communications.

In Fig. 6, we show the active transmission time tn,1 of
different DTx-n with the SRO scheme. Note that DTx-2 and
DTx-4 are in symmetric positions. They experience similar
channel conditions in expectation and thus achieve similar
transmission scheduling strategies. As such, we only show the
convergence results of tn,1 for n ∈ {1, 2, 3} in Fig. 6(a). We
set the energy budget as Emax = 0.20 and the initial values
t0n,1 by the solution to (10), which only allows for mode switch
without DUEs’ cooperation. Typically, the DUEs with better
channel conditions can harvest more energy from the PBS, and
thus tend to transmit more with the active radio mode. After a
few iterations, each DUEs’ active transmission time converges
to a stable level and we have t1,1 > t2,1 > t3,1. Note that
the convergent value of t1,1 is very close to its initial value,
which implies that DTx-1 can harvest sufficient energy and the
passive relaying scheme has little effect on its transmission
strategy. While the active transmission time for DTx-2 and

Fig. 4. The iterations and convergence of the SRO scheme.

DTx-3 decreases significantly compared to the initial value.
This implies that DTx-2 or DTx-3 prefers to passively relay
for DTx-1, instead of transmitting information by itself. Such
cooperation can improve the overall throughput performance,
as demonstrated in Fig. 4(a).

In Fig. 6(b), we further show the impact of energy bud-
get Emax on the DUEs’ transmission scheduling strategies.
We gradually increase Emax and evaluate the active trans-
mission time tn,1 of each DTx-n. Though we always have
t1,1 > t2,1 > t3,1, different DUE’s active transmission time
shows a very diverse shape as shown in Fig. 6(b). When energy
budget is small, e.g., Emax ≤ 0.1, the DTx-1 can always trans-
mit in the active mode and the DTx-3 can only operate in the
passive mode due to insufficient energy harvesting opportuni-
ties. An interesting observation is that the active transmission
time may drop as Emax increases, e.g., t1,1 and t2,1 decrease
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Fig. 5. Convergence with different energy harvesting efficiency.

for Emax ≤ 0.15. In this case, the passive mode may outper-
form the active mode, and thus each DTx-n will split more
time in the passive mode. When Emax further increases, i.e.,
Emax > 0.15, the DUEs tend to harvest more energy and
refrain from relaying for other users. Hence, we observe that
the DUEs split more time in the active mode as verified
in Fig. 6(b). We also compare the active transmission time
between the SRO and the simple MRC scheme in Fig. 6(b).
Note that the MRC scheme enforces full and myopic coop-
eration among all DUEs, which sacrifices individual DUEs’
energy harvesting opportunities. This results in a decreased
active transmission time in the MRC scheme, compared to
that of the SRO scheme.

B. Comparison of Different Passive Relaying Schemes

In this part, we evaluate the average performance gain
achievable by different passive relaying schemes. We assume
N = 10 transceiver pairs with randomly generated channels
and distributed around the PBS in the experiments. We average
the throughput performance for 100 simulation runs and show
the comparison results in Fig. 7. The common observation is
that the sum throughput of different strategies all increase in
terms of the PBS’ energy budget Emax. When Emax becomes
high, the energy harvested by different DUE is bounded by the
maximum transmit power Pmax. Hence, the sum throughput
performance remains the same when Emax ≥ 0.2.

In Fig. 7(a), we show the performance gain of passive relay-
ing schemes comparing to the non-cooperative cases. The
All-Passive (or All-Active) scheme as shown in Fig. 7(a)
assumes that all DUEs only operate in passive (or active)
mode. The SWT scheme in Fig. 7(a) is set by the solu-
tion to (10), which only supports radio mode switching in
the hybrid access model. Note that both the single-mode
(i.e., All-Passive and All-Active) and the SWT schemes are
non-cooperative cases. Firstly, we observe that the All-Active
scheme performs much better than the All-Passive scheme
in the proposed setting. The performance gain is stable and
significant when energy budget Emax is high. In this case,

Fig. 6. Dynamics of the active transmission time.

the DUEs can harvest sufficient energy and achieve better
throughput performance in active mode. The SWT scheme fur-
ther increases the throughput performance due to the flexible
mode switching. Moreover, we observe that the simple MRC
scheme, by enforcing passive relaying among different DUEs,
achieves significant improvement in the sum throughput com-
pared to the non-cooperative cases, especially when Emax is
small. We also note that the throughput is slightly decreased
in the MRC scheme when Emax > 0.2. This implies that the
DUEs prefer to operate independently when energy supply is
sufficient.

In Fig. 7(b), we examine the throughput performance of
different passive relaying schemes. It is obvious that the
sum throughput of all schemes increases with Emax. Besides,
we observe that the GSI scheme achieves the maximum
throughput performance. However, it demands frequent and
extensive information exchange among DUEs to evaluate the
loss and gain of each potential relay strategy. The iteration
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Fig. 7. The performance evaluation of passive relaying schemes.

in Algorithm 3 also has slow convergence. These drawbacks
make it difficult for practical implementation, whereas we can
serve the GSI scheme as a benchmark for performance com-
parison. The SRO scheme provides the one-shot optimization
of the relaying strategy. Though the SRO scheme is based on
the SCA method, the iterations can be performed efficiently in
a centralized manner, e.g., by the PBS or the edge controller as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus, it can practically reduce the demand
for information exchange and speed up the optimization of the
relaying strategy. Moreover, the throughput performance of the
SRO scheme is actually very close to that of the GSI scheme
for a wide range of Emax, as shown in Fig. 7(b). To further
reduce the computational complexity of the SRO scheme, we
further proposed the heuristic ERE scheme which achieves the
optimal performance when Emax is low and significantly out-
performs the MRC scheme when Emax becomes large. Most
importantly, the ERE scheme can be implemented in a decen-
tralized manner. Given the residual energy α0, each DUE can
make relaying decisions based on its perception of the RF

Fig. 8. Performance gain of different passive relaying schemes.

power. The computational complexity is also insignificant by
calculating the reflection coefficient directly via (17).

C. Performance Gain vs. Energy Budget and User Densities

In Fig. 8, we show the performance gain of different relay
schemes compared to the non-cooperative SWT scheme as a
benchmark. The number of DUEs under the PBS’ coverage is
fixed at N = 15. We observe that the MRC scheme achieves
very close performance to the ERE scheme with small Emax.
In particular, it achieves 10%-20% performance gain compared
to the SWT scheme. With small Emax, there will be lim-
ited power allocation in the first sub-slots and thus the DUEs
are motivated to relay for each other. When Emax increases,
the MRC scheme becomes worse off which implies that the
DUEs prefer to transmit by themselves. In this case, the SRO
scheme becomes the optimal relay strategy and achieves 7%
performance gain. The simulation result in Fig. 8 suggests an
adaptive relaying scheme that adopts the simple MRC scheme
when Emax is small and changes to the SRO or ERE scheme
when Emax becomes large.

We image that the node density in D2D network also has
significant impact on the throughput performance. A higher
node density implies a shorter distance in average among dif-
ferent DUEs and more neighboring DUEs can be chosen as
the candidates of passive relays. To verify this, we gradually
increase the number of DUE transceiver pairs in the same
network and evaluate the average throughput performance as
shown in Fig. 9. It is obvious that the sum throughput of the
SRO and ERE schemes all increase with the node density. This
implies that the passive replying scheme can be more profitable
in a dense D2D network, in which neighboring DUEs are more
preferable to assist each other via backscatter communications.
We also observe that Emax has different impacts on the SRO
and the ERE schemes. In particular, the ERE scheme achieves
very close performance as that of the SRO scheme when Emax

is large. However, it significantly outperforms the SRO scheme
when it becomes low, i.e., Emax = 0.05, and the performance
gap increases with the node density. This result implies that
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Fig. 9. Sum throughput increases with the node density.

the ERE scheme can be a better choice for practical implemen-
tation, i.e., it performs better with small Emax and achieves
similar performance as that of the SRO scheme with large
Emax.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study a wireless powered D2D network,
in which each transceiver can switch between active and pas-
sive radio modes. We formulate and solve a sum throughput
maximization problem by jointly optimizing the energy beam-
forming strategy, the power control and transmission schedul-
ing in two radio modes. To account for users’ cooperation, we
propose the passive relaying communications and reformulate
the throughput maximization problem. Both approximate and
heuristic algorithms are proposed to determine the optimal
relaying strategy for the hybrid radio network. Simulation
results reveal that a significant throughput enhancement can
be achieved by exploiting the radio diversity gain and the user
cooperation gain.
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